
CHAIRS





“Wood is one of the greatest and most necessary things in 
the world which people need and cannot do without,“ 

Joachim Radkau



our chairs



bar stools

dining chairs

Praktik

Kuki

Barman

Barly

Bugy

The chair, which we have aptly named PRAKTIK, 
is both practical and indispensable in modern and 
traditional environments.

KUKI is a dining chair from our collection of dining 
chairs. With its simplicity and design, the chair will 
beautifully brighten up any dining area. 

The BARMAN bar stool represents a calm yet aesthetic 
line of bar stools for every home, bar or restaurant.

The BARLY bar stool is a typical addition to any home, 
bar or restaurant.

The BUGY bar stool is an unobtrusive addition to any 
home, bar, cafe or club.
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Scorpio
The SCORPIO dining chair is slightly different in 
appearance from everyday chairs and is practically 
indispensable in both modern and traditional 
environments. 18



The chair, which we have aptly named PRAKTIK, is both practical and 
indispensable in modern and traditional environments.

Praktik
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7dining chair | Praktik



Base material: 

Seat and backrest upholstery material: 

Material of the wooden part of the seat and backrest: 

Chair height:

Chair height:

Seat height: 

Base width:

Base depth: 

895 mm

445 mm

450 mm

480 mm

480 mm
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Elegant metal chromium-plated base.

Highly durable regular fabric with foam filling.

Highly durable regular fabric with foam filling.

PROPERTIES
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The transportation and storage of this chair is 
very practical because they can be stacked on 
top of each other so that you can save space 
during transport and storage.

The PRAKTIK boasts a metal chromium-plated 
base. Its legs are thin, stable and firm.

It is distinguished by a double handle, which makes 
it easier to move the chair and also functions as a 
“hanger” for your personal belongings so that you 
don’t have to put them on the floor. 

dining chair | Praktik 9



 
CATERING FACILITIES CAFÉ

BUY 
or

DESIGN YOUR OWN CHAIR!

The chair is made of durable materials that allow easy cleaning, so it does not require much maintenance.

This set of dining chairs makes for a great addition to any dining area.

The seat and backrest are made of curved beech veneer, which gives the chair warmth, flexibility and strength. 
The slightly rounded backrest provides comfortable support for your back. 

Thanks to its upholstery with a highly durable regular fabric with foam filling, it offers comfort while sitting. 

MAINTENANCE
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Delivery time: 3-6 weeks
* If your wishes are different, the price can change depending on the 
choice of materials and quantity. (more on page 42)

Delivery time: 3-6 weeks
* If your wishes are different, the price can change depending on the 
choice of materials and quantity. (more on page 42)

 

Price applies to a set of 4 beech dining chairs, complete 
with upholstered seating and backrests which are lined 
with a highly-durable, classic style fabric and filled with 
foam. 

It is also possible to purchase chairs individually.

Price applies to a set of 4 beech dining chairs, complete 
with upholstered seating which is lined with a highly-
durable, classic style fabric and filled with foam. 

It is also possible to purchase chairs individually.

PRAKTIK II SET

PRAKTIK I SET

ROOFED TERRACE

Price for the set* 

Price for the set* 

€ + DDV

€ + DDV373,14

435,86 

11dining chair | Praktik



KUKI is a dining chair from our collection of dining chairs. With its simplicity 
and design, the chair will beautifully brighten up any dining area. 

Kuki
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13dining chair | Kuki



Base material: 

Seat and backrest upholstery material:  

Material of the wooden part of the seat and backrest:

Chair height:

Backrest height:

Seat height: 

Base width:

Base depth:

850 mm

400 mm

450 mm

460 mm

480 mm
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Solid beech wood.

Highly durable regular fabric with foam filling.

Curved beech plywood.
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PROPERTIES
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The slightly rounded backrest provides comfortable 
support for your back that you can sit back on to relax 
your spine.

Thanks to the fabric and foam upholstery, it offers 
comfort while sitting. 
The seat and backrest are made of curved beech 
veneer, which gives the chair warmth, flexibility and 
strength. 

KUKI has a solid wood base made of beech wood. Its 
legs are strong, stable and firm.

15dining chair | Praktik



 

BUY 
or

DESIGN YOUR OWN CHAIR!

MODERN KITCHEN KITCHEN WITH A COUNTER

MAINTENANCE

The chair is made of durable materials that allow easy cleaning, so it does not require much maintenance. 

This set of dining chairs makes for a great addition to any dining area.

The KUKI dining chair is a simple and indispensable piece of furniture for both modern and traditional 
environments and a timeless finishing touch to the decor in your home.

16



Delivery time: 3-6 weeks
* If your wishes are different, the price can change depending on the 
choice of materials and quantity. (more on page 42)

Delivery time: 3-6 weeks
* If your wishes are different, the price can change depending on the 
choice of materials and quantity. (more on page 42)

 

Price applies to a set of 4 beech chairs, complete with 
upholstered seating which is lined with highly-durable 
plush and filled with foam. 

It is also possible to purchase chairs individually.

Price applies to a set of 4 beech chairs, complete with 
upholstered seating and backrests which are lined with a 
highly-durable, classic style fabric and filled with foam. 

It is also possible to purchase chairs individually.

KITCHEN WITH CLEAN HORIZONTAL LINESKITCHEN WITH A COUNTER

KUKI II SET

KUKI I SET

Price for the set* 

Price for the set* 

€ + DDV

€ + DDV458,24

526,52 

17dining chair | Kuki



The SCORPIO dining chair is slightly different in appearance from 
everyday chairs and is practically indispensable in both modern and 

traditional environments. 

Scorpio
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19dining chair | Scorpio



Base material: 

Seat and backrest upholstery material: 

Material of the wooden part of the seat and backrest: 

Chair height:

Backrest height:

Seat height: 

Seat depth:

Seat width:

Base width and depth: 

1100 mm

650 mm

450 mm

400 mm

460 mm

460 mm

460 mm400 mm
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PROPERTIES

Curved beech plywood finished with natural ash or walnut veneer.

High-quality artificial leather.

Curved beech plywood finished with natural ash or walnut veneer.
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The SCORPIO has a plywood base. The top layer 
is enriched with various types of wooden veneers 
(walnut, ash, oak…), which are manufactured 
exclusively by the company VEZ d.o.o.

The legs are sleek, stable, solid and available in two 
versions.

Thanks to the backrest and seat upholstery made 
with faux leather and foam, it offers comfort while 
sitting.

The slightly rounded backrest provides comfortable 
support for your back.

The seat and backrest are made of curved veneer, 
which gives the chair flexibility and strength.

There is an oval opening in the middle, which allows 
there to be no direct contact with the spine when 
sitting and thus no direct pressure on it.

21dining chair | Praktik



 

BUY 
or

DESIGN YOUR OWN CHAIR!

HOTEL ROOMHOTEL DINING ROOM

MAINTENANCE

The chair is made of durable materials that allow easy cleaning, so it does not require much maintenance.

This set of dining chairs makes for a great addition to any dining area.

22



Delivery time: 3-6 weeks
* If your wishes are different, the price can change depending on the 
choice of materials and quantity. (more on page 42)

Delivery time: 3-6 weeks
* If your wishes are different, the price can change depending on the 
choice of materials and quantity. (more on page 42)

 
HOME DINING ROOM

Price applies to a set of 4 ash chairs, complete with 
upholstered seating and artificial leather backrests. 

It is also possible to purchase chairs individually.

Price applies to a set of 4 walnut chairs, complete with 
upholstered seating and artificial leather backrests.  

It is also possible to purchase chairs individually.

SCORPIO II SET

SCORPIO I SET

Price for the set* 

Price for the set* 

€ + DDV

€ + DDV

776,84

719,00

23dining chair | Scorpio
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The BARMAN bar stool represents a calm yet aesthetic  line of bar stools 
for every home, bar or restaurant. 

Barman

24



25bar stool | Barman
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Chair height:

Backrest height:

Seat height: 

Base width:

Base depth: 

Seat width: 

Seat depth:

900 mm

150 mm

750 mm

460 mm

500 mm

400 mm

370 mm

370 mm 400 mm

PROPERTIES

Base material: 

Seat and backrest upholstery material: 

Material of the wooden part of the seat and backrest: 

Elegant metal chromium-plated base. 

High-quality plush.

Curved beech plywood.
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The seat and backrest are made of curved wood 
and contribute to the unique beauty and style of the 
chair. We also took care of the upholstery, which is 
distinguished by high-quality plush with foam lining 
that offers comfortable seating.

The metal chromium-plated base gives the chair 
strength, stability and durability while remaining 
modest in appearance.

The metal chromium-plated footrest ensures 
comfortable seating. 

The chair is made of curved beech veneer and a 
metal chromium-plated base, which gives the chair 
warmth so that it can be combined and harmonized 
with light and dark shades of the room. 

bar stool | Barman 27



 

The chair is made of durable materials that allow easy cleaning, so it does not require much maintenance.

This set of bar stools will be a great addition to any bar or home.

The elegant and minimalistic Barman bar stool adds a modern touch to the room, as it combines innovation, 
aesthetics and comfort. Its neutral appearance will fit seamlessly even into the most demanding ambience.

BUY 
or

DESIGN YOUR OWN CHAIR!

CAFÉ

MAINTENANCE

28



Delivery time: 3-6 weeks
* If your wishes are different, the price can change depending on the 
choice of materials and quantity. (more on page 42)

Delivery time: 3-6 weeks
* If your wishes are different, the price can change depending on the 
choice of materials and quantity. (more on page 42)

 

Price applies to a set of 4 beech chairs, complete with 
upholstered seating which is lined with highly-durable 
plush and filled with foam.

It is also possible to purchase chairs individually.

BARMAN II SET

BARMAN I SET

bar stool | Barman

Price applies to a set of 2 beech chairs, complete with 
upholstered seating which is lined with highly-durable 
plush and filled with foam. 

It is also possible to purchase chairs individually.

CATERING FACILITIES

€ + DDV

€ + DDV

Price for the set* 

Price for the set* 

182,52

365,04

29
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The BARLY bar stool is a typical addition to any home, bar or restaurant. 

Barly



31bar stool | Barly



PROPERTIES

Base material: 

Seat and backrest upholstery material: 

Material of the wooden part of the seat and backrest: 

Solid beech wood.

High-quality artificial leather.

Curved beech plywood.

Chair height:

Backrest height:

Seat height: 

Base width and depth:

Footrest height: 

900 mm

150 mm

750 mm

360 mm

330 mm
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bar stool | Barly

We also took care of the upholstery, which is 
distinguished by high-quality artificial leather with 
foam lining that offers comfortable seating.

The legs are made of beech plywood and provide 
strength, stability, durability as well as a sense of 
homeliness with a touch of nature.
The metal chromium-plated rim serves as a footrest 
and thus ensures comfortable sitting.

The chair is made of curved beech veneer, and the 
top layer has fine beech veneer finish, which gives 
the chair a distinct light tone that can be combined 
and harmonized with light and dark shades of the 
room.

33



 

BUY 
or

DESIGN YOUR OWN CHAIR!

COSY AMBIENCE

With our elegant bar stools, 
you can instantly bestow 
an inspiring modern touch 
to your interior decor!

The chair is made of durable materials that allow easy cleaning, so it does not require much maintenance.

This set of bar stools will be a great addition to any bar or home.

MAINTENANCE

34



Delivery time: 3-6 weeks
* If your wishes are different, the price can change depending on the 
choice of materials and quantity. (more on page 42)

Delivery time: 3-6 weeks
* If your wishes are different, the price can change depending on the 
choice of materials and quantity. (more on page 42)

 

Price applies to a set of 2 beech chairs, complete with 
upholstered seating and artificial leather backrests.  

It is also possible to purchase chairs individually.

Price applies to a set of 4 beech chairs, complete with 
upholstered seating and artificial leather backrests. 

It is also possible to purchase chairs individually.

BARLY II SET

BARLY I SET

CATERING FACILITIES
A countertop chair with 

a modern design is 
not only aesthetically 

pleasing but also 
comfortable.

bar stool | Barly

€ + DDV

€ + DDV

Price for the set* 

Price for the set* 

302,64

605,28

35
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The BUGY bar stool is an unobtrusive addition to any home, bar, 
cafe or club.

Bugy



37bar stool | Bugy



PROPERTIES

Chair height:

Backrest height:

Seat height: 

Seat depth: 

Base width: 

Footrest height:

1030 mm

280 mm

750 mm

400 mm

350 mm

330 mm

400 mm
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Base material: 

 

Seat and backrest upholstery material: 

Material of the wooden part of the seat and backrest: 

Footrest material

Curved beech plywood. 

High-quality leather.

Curved beech plywood.

Chromium-plated metal

38



The chair is made of curved beech plywood, and the 
top layer has a fine beech veneer finish, which gives 
the chair a gentle warm tone that can be combined 
and harmonized with light and dark shades of the 
room.

The seat and backrest are made of curved plywood 
and contribute to the unique warmth of the chair. 

We also took care of the upholstery, which is 
distinguished by high-quality leather with foam 
lining that offers comfortable seating.

The legs are made of beech plywood and provide 
strength and stability as well as a sense of warmth 
with a touch of nature.

The metal chromium-plated footrest ensures 
comfortable seating.

39bar stool | Bugy



 

BUY 
or

DESIGN YOUR OWN CHAIR!

The chair is made of durable materials that allow easy cleaning, so it does not require much maintenance.

This set of bar stools will be a great addition to any bar, home or café.

With our BUGY bar stools, you can add a touch of warmth and pleasantly soft lines to your interior decor.

CAFÉ CAFÉ

MAINTENANCE

40



Delivery time: 3-6 weeks
* If your wishes are different, the price can change depending on the 
choice of materials and quantity. (more on page 42)

Delivery time: 3-6 weeks
* If your wishes are different, the price can change depending on the 
choice of materials and quantity. (more on page 42)

 

Price applies to a set of 2 beech chairs, complete with 
upholstered seating and leather backrests.

It is also possible to purchase chairs individually.

BUGY I SET

Price applies to a set of 4 beech chairs, complete with 
upholstered seating and leather backrests.

It is also possible to purchase chairs individually.

BUGY II SET

bar stool | Bugy

HOME KITCHENCAFÉ

€ + DDV

€ + DDV

Price for the set* 

Price for the set* 

714,88

357,44

41



UPHOLSTERY 
OPTIONS 

You can choose between different materials and 
colours of seat and backrest upholstery (leather, 
textile, artificial leather...) 

The materials are durable and easy to clean.

Artificial leather

Composition:   

Abrasion resistance:

Maintenance and cleaning:

  
16% polyester, 1% PU, 83% PVC

> 100.000

- maximum washing temperature 30 °C, delicate laundry program;
- machine drying, dry cleaning and the use of bleach are prohibited;30143188

9059

851

4119

42

Suitable for: Praktik, Kuki, Scorpio, Barman, Barly, Bugy;

Suitable for: Barman, Bugy;

Maintenance and cleaning:

merlin

olive

misty

natur

Leather

siegelstein

Leather can discolour under the influence of (day)light. We therefore 
recommend that you avoid the effects of direct sunlight as much as 
possible.

Do not place furniture directly next to a heat source such as a radiator 
(distance should be at least 20-30 cm).

- clean the leather only with non-aggressive soap;
- wipe the leather weekly with a clean, slightly damp, lint-free cloth 
and clean water. Then allow the leather to dry before use;.

Durability:

Use: 
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Plush - microfiber

D-1 textile

T-3 textile 

Composition: 

Abrasion resistance:

Fabric protection: 

Maintenance and cleaning:

Composition: 

Abrasion resistance:

Fabric protection: 

Maintenance and cleaning:

Composition: 

Abrasion resistance:

Fabric protection: 

Maintenance and cleaning:

Composition: 

Abrasion resistance:

Maintenance and cleaning:

  
61% acrylic, 39% polyester

30.000

quick clean

- maximum washing temperature 30 °C, delicate laundry program;
- normal dry cleaning with tetrachloroethene and all solvents, as well 
as dry cleaning with hydrocarbons; 
- the use of bleach is prohibited;

  
100% polyester

> 100.000

water-repellent coating

- maximum washing temperature 30 °C, delicate laundry program;
- machine drying, dry cleaning and the use of bleach are prohibited;

  
100% polyester

> 100.000

water-repellent coating

- maximum washing temperature 30 °C, delicate laundry program;
- machine drying, dry cleaning and the use of bleach are prohibited;

  
100% polyester

> 30.000

- maximum washing temperature 30 °C, delicate laundry program;
- machine drying, dry cleaning and the use of bleach are prohibited;
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O-2 textile 

Suitable for: Praktik, Kuki, Scorpio, Barman, Barly, Bugy;

Suitable for: Praktik, Kuki;

Suitable for: Praktik, Kuki;

Suitable for: Praktik, Kuki;
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OPTION OF WOODEN CHAIR FINISH 
(SEAT AND BACKREST)

The shell of the 
chair is made of 
plywood, for which 
you can choose 
any finishing layer.
The final layer 
of the seat and 
backrest made of 
curved veneer can 
also be selected 
from different 
types of wood 
veneer, laminate, 
or alternatively, 
it can be painted 
according to your 
wishes.

Natural veneer finish of the top layer:

beech oak

walnut ash

44



Laminate with wood pattern:

Laminate with colour pattern:

Coloured laminate:

Coloured laminate or high-gloss finish of the top layer:

45

4260 R

0566 R

4537 R

0549 R

4123 R                  

0523 R

4390 R

0699 R

RAL-colour finish of the top layer:

RAL 1018

0693 R

4532 R

9213 vg LUC

RAL 3001 RAL 8017 RAL 6010RAL 5010

9215 vg LUC 9239 GHI 9209 R 9174 R                  

Are your wishes different? Contact us and we will help you find what you want.





Through our development and ecological activities, we strive 
to raise the quality of life in our local environment, in the 
Republic of Slovenia and abroad.



VEZ d. o. o.
Parje 13
6257 Pivka
SLOVENIA

Management:  
+386 40 36 42 99
info@vez-sedezi.si

Marketing:  
+386 40 80 33 33
marketing@vez-sedezi.si

www.vez-sedezi.si/en/
Online contact form




